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Data Drives Votes in the 2016 Election  

Social media has more influence on the 2016 election than ever before, and presidential nominees 

Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton have used social platforms to their advantage by engaging with the 

public in ways no candidates have before. Twitter, Facebook and Instagram have become battlegrounds 

in the fight for the White House. However, with social media on the rise in this election, it’s important 

for public relations professionals to understand its role and the data behind it.  

This month, PRSA Chicago hosted its monthly luncheon panel to discuss exactly how data and social 

media are impacting the upcoming election. Here are a few key takeaways: 

 

1. The way we absorb information has changed, and therefore, the way campaigns distribute 

information has changed. Campaigns no longer have to rely on reporters to relay information. 

Data can now be derived from clicks to tailor information presented to what people care about 

the most. 

2. Content needs to be tweetable while still telling a story. Speeches and content written for 

candidates needs to be quality, but also easily condensed for others to share on social media 

platforms with character restrictions. Content also needs to tell a story to give voters an inside 

look at what they already care about — the candidates. 

3. Campaigns are still won with votes, but votes can be swayed through data. Voters want to feel 

connected to candidates. Data and analytics allow politicians to get to know voters better 

through searches and clicks. Politicians can then cater content specific to people in hopes to get 

more voters to come out for them. 

 

This election season has sparked several conversations surrounding the candidates on various social 

media platforms. Candidates are joining in on these conversations and using social platforms as a 

way to interact with voters in hopes of earning their vote in November.  
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